3 2	How to know the Indian Waders.
for long journeys, owing to their light weight and large
rounded wings. Their tails are always short and incon-
spicuous. They are never bald like some Storks and Ibi-
ses, but always" have a bare streak from bill to eye. Their
plumage is handsomely coloured and coated with a film
of powder secreted from natural powder-puffs in the shape
of patches of a peculiar down on each side of the rump
and breast, such "powder-downs" not being found in
our other waders. Male and female are alike as a rule,
but the young are usually more or less different, and the
old birds are addicted in many cases to assuming magnifi-
cent wedding-garments in the shape of ornamental plumes.
The squabs are clothed as nestlings with a scanty coat
of hairy-looking down, particularly long on the head, and
look very different from the young of any other waders.
They are noisy little things, their cry sounding, most
appropriately, like get, get, get !; and the parents
have considerable vocal powers, unlike the silent Storks.
The eggs are unspotted, and pale blue, green, or white in
colour; the nest is made of sticks or reeds.
Our ancestors used to consider Herons good eating, and
so do many natives now-a-days ; but. of course they are
not usually considered as articles of food. Except where fish
are preserved they do not do any harm, and they are cer-
tainly great ornaments to a landscape, so it is a great pity
to kill them, except for scientific purposes, or to give some
poor fellow a meal of what he is pleased to regard as game !
As there are no less than twenty-one species of the Heron
family found in India, their identification might seem
rather a formidable task; but it is not really so, as they
are easy birds to distinguish compared with many others.
They fall very naturally into three groups, as follows :—
The Typical Herons are all very big birds, over a yard
long. They are never all white or all grey, nor can they
be called pied.
The Egrets are either all white, all grey, or pied. The
large white egret may be a yard long, but all the rest are
very much less.

